Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) multipath signals received by a geodetic-quality GNSS receiver can be used to estimate the water content of soil around the antenna. The direct signals from satellite to GNSS antenna are the most valuable signals in geodetic measurement, such as positioning, navigation, GNSS control network, deformation monitoring, and so on. However, the GNSS antenna also captures the reflected signals from the ground, which contain information of surrounding environment, so that useful information about the reflection surface can be inferred by analyzing the reflected signal. This technique is termed as GNSS-interferometric reflectometry. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data recorded by a receiver contains SNR component of reflected signals, which is related to the soil moisture of the ground. The changes of soil moisture content will cause the change of soil permittivity and reflectivity which are the key factors that make further change of the SNR of reflected signals. We used the measured data to evaluate the correlation between amplitude of multipath induced SNR time series and real soil moisture. An improved soil moisture estimation algorithm based on multipath induced SNR amplitude data is proposed in this paper. The performance of the proposed soil moisture estimation method is evaluated using the 15-month data recorded by PBO H2O GNSS station and a 14-day experiment in Wuhan, China. The experimental results show that the estimated soil moisture has a strong correlation with the real soil moisture and the estimation accuracy in terms of root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 0.0345 cm 3 cm −3 and 0.0339 cm 3 cm −3 , respectively. Meanwhile, the application scope of the method is given.
Introduction
In addition to the basic functions of positioning, navigation, and timing, a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) can be utilized for a range of other applications including communications, surveillance, and remote sensing such as atmosphere sensing, earthquake monitoring, and deformation monitoring [1] [2] [3] . Global positioning system (GPS) reflected signal was first used for sensing ocean wind, proposed by Hall and Cordey in 1988 [4] . Since then, GNSS reflectometry has been investigated for estimating a range of geophysical parameters, including ocean altimetry [5] [6] [7] , significant wave height [8] [9] [10] , tsunami height and wavelength [11] [12] [13] , snow depth [14, 15] , soil moisture [16] , and plant coverage [17] [18] [19] .
The direct and reflected signals can be received by a single GNSS receiver antenna and the technique is termed as GNSS interferometric reflectometry (GNSS-IR). The main reason why GNSS-IR works is that the magnitude of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series recorded by receiver varies as the water content of the soil around the GNSS antenna changes [20] . An estimation model was proposed by Clew to retrieve the soil moisture for the top 5 cm of bare soil [21] . There are thousands of geodetic-quality GNSS receivers deployed throughout the world, which are used as Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS). Geodetic-quality GNSS receivers are not designed for remote sensing, but they can be used to provide a new, cost-effective and high-efficiency method to sense geophysical parameters such as soil moisture and snow depth. GNSS signals are well suited for near surface remote sensing as they use L-band frequency (microwave frequency). For microwave frequencies, the soil permittivity and signal reflection coefficient are highly dependent on soil moisture [22] . Because of this effect, the SNR or power of ground-reflected GNSS signals are considerably affected by the amount of water contained in the soil.
Zavorotny et al. developed a quantitative relationship between soil moisture and reflected GPS signals by a stationary tower-based experiment [23] . A delay mapping receiver was used to record GPS reflected data in a soil moisture experiment in 2002, Iowa, USA [24] . Larson et al. observed that the ground reflected signal captured by a geodetic-quality GPS antenna is sensitive to soil moisture so that it is possible to use the GPS signals to sense soil moisture [25] [26] [27] . Yan et al. verified the feasibility of soil moisture estimation based on GPS L1 band interference signals by analyzing the frequency and initial phase variation before and after rainfall [28] . Wu and Jin simulated DBS delay Doppler maps (DDM) reflected from vegetation to obtain vegetation characteristics [29] . Luo et al. built an empirical model based on the relationship between soil reflection coefficient and soil moisture [30] . Ban et al. proposed four methods of soil moisture estimation based on GEO interferometric reflectometry (GEO-IR) and GEO reflectometry (GEO-R) [31] . The effect of plant coverage on reflected SNR data was also observed so that the effect needs to be mitigated to achieve better estimation of the soil moisture [32] . This is also in accordance with results of a field test experiment reported in [33] .
PBO H2O is a project that uses GNSS reflection data from NSF's Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) to study the water cycle, such as snow, snow water equivalent (SWE), soil moisture, and vegetation. Soil moisture estimation is based on fluctuations in phase offset and the linear relationship is based on forward modeling with measured soil moisture [22] . In fact, the change in phase offset is not only affected by soil moisture, but also satellite elevation, and the reflected signal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sequence is not a standard trigonometric function. As the totally fitting method would treat the signal amplitude of SNR sequence as a constant, which is an attenuated variable in fact, this would cause the loss of signal amplitude characteristics and the phase estimation error of SNR sequence. In addition, the noise of SNR sequence would also affect the parameters estimation accuracy of SNR signal for the totally fitting method. Here, an improved method is proposed for soil moisture estimation using GNSS-IR. Median filtering is applied to initially processed SNR data. The filtered SNR series is then fitted piecewise with a parabolic function. The peak values of the fitted SNR series are averaged to generate the average peak value. A model is then established to describe the relation between the average peak value and soil moisture. More details about the proposed method will be described in the following sections.
Methods

Retrieval of Signal-Noise Ratio Multipath Signal
A geodetic-quality GNSS antenna is typically installed with face up as shown in Figure 1 . The antenna captures both direct and ground-reflected signals, which are processed by the receiver. To enhance positioning accuracy, the reflected or multipath signals are mitigated significantly by different techniques. For instance, the antenna is manufactured with a specific radiation pattern where the antenna gains at negative elevation angles are much smaller than those of median to large positive elevation angles. However, some energy of multipath signals still goes through the antenna and interferes with the direct signal, producing measurement errors [34] [35] [36] [37] . After being reflected from the ground surface, the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the signals are changed, and so is the observed SNR. The amount of the parameter variation mainly depends on the dielectric constant of the ground, which is primarily a function of the soil moisture content. Thus, GNSS receivers can be used to estimate dielectric constant and retrieve soil moisture [22] . The upper panel of Figure 2 shows a time series of SNR data recorded by a GPS receiver. It contains SNR components of direct and reflected signals. Clearly, with the increase of the elevation angle, the time series shows a slowly rising trend. This is mainly caused by the variation of the SNR component of direct signal due to the antenna gain variation. The fast-periodic variation is produced by multipath interference. This multipath induced component contains the information of the reflective ground surface, while the direct component does not. Therefore, before analyzing the reflected component, it is necessary to remove the direct component. A parabolic function can be used to model the rising trend or the direct component. In this case, the parabolic function is given by 
where is the SNR of direct signal. The upper panel of Figure 2 shows a time series of SNR data recorded by a GPS receiver. It contains SNR components of direct and reflected signals. Clearly, with the increase of the elevation angle, the time series shows a slowly rising trend. This is mainly caused by the variation of the SNR component of direct signal due to the antenna gain variation. The fast-periodic variation is produced by multipath interference. This multipath induced component contains the information of the reflective ground surface, while the direct component does not. Therefore, before analyzing the reflected component, it is necessary to remove the direct component. A parabolic function can be used to model the rising trend or the direct component. In this case, the parabolic function is given by
where SNR d is the SNR of direct signal. After subtracting the modelled direct component from the original time series, the multipath induced component is generated as shown in the lower panel of Figure 1 . In fact, the amplitude of the resulting component is still affected by the direct component as derived in the following section. It can also clearly be observed that the multipath induced component is considerably corrupted by noise. Thus, filtering and fitting are required to recover the waveform. More details about the filtering and fitting will be presented in the next section. After subtracting the modelled direct component from the original time series, the multipath induced component is generated as shown in the lower panel of Figure 1 . In fact, the amplitude of the resulting component is still affected by the direct component as derived in the following section. It can also clearly be observed that the multipath induced component is considerably corrupted by noise. Thus, filtering and fitting are required to recover the waveform. More details about the filtering and fitting will be presented in the next section.
Normalization of Signal-Noise Ratio Multipath Signal
The reflected signal from specular scattering point will arrive at the receiver with a reflection excess phase with respect to the direct phase, known as the interferometric phase, given by [37] ( ) ( )
where is the time-varying satellite elevation angle, is the antenna height relative to the reflection surface, and is the wavelength of GNSS signal. Due to the geometrical relationship, the squared amplitude (A) of received signal can be expressed as [38] [39] [40] ( )
Here, and are the amplitude of direct and reflected signal, and is the amplitude attenuation factor (AAF) as studied in our previous work [40] . The AAF mainly depends on the characteristics of scattering surface and antenna gain patterns. Assuming a purely RHCP (right-hand circularly polarized) incident electric field, the received direct power and reflected power can be written as [39, 41] 
The reflected signal from specular scattering point will arrive at the receiver with a reflection excess phase with respect to the direct phase, known as the interferometric phase, given by [37] δϕ r (t) = 4πH 0 λ sin θ(t)
where θ(t) is the time-varying satellite elevation angle, H 0 is the antenna height relative to the reflection surface, and λ is the wavelength of GNSS signal. Due to the geometrical relationship, the squared amplitude (A) of received signal can be expressed as [38] [39] [40] 
where
Here, A d and A r are the amplitude of direct and reflected signal, and α is the amplitude attenuation factor (AAF) as studied in our previous work [40] . The AAF mainly depends on the characteristics of scattering surface and antenna gain patterns. Assuming a purely RHCP (right-hand circularly polarized) incident electric field, the received direct power P d and reflected power P r can be written as [39, 41] 
where P is the power of received direct signals arriving at the antenna, G d is the antenna gain for the direct signal, W d and W r are direct and reflected signals' real-valued Woodward ambiguity function. X is the complex-valued sum of the reflection coefficients including the effect of the antenna gain, E is coherent power loss that is related to soil roughness. Accordingly, the AAF can be expressed as
Therefore, the SNR of received signals can be described as
where N 0 is the noise power. The first term and the third term in (7) are the SNR components of the direct signal and reflected signal, respectively. The second term in (7) , caused by multipath interference and denoted by M error , is of interest, which can be expressed as
As the GNSS signals travel through the atmosphere including ionosphere and troposphere, the strength of GNSS signal would vary significantly. Thus, it is necessary to mitigate such effect so that the variations in the observed GNSS signals are basically only associated with the reflection surface. One way to achieve this purpose is to get rid of A 2 d /N 0 from the left-hand side of second equation in (8) . Dividing both sides of (8) by A 2 d /N 0 produces
where M normal is the normalized value of M error . In practice, the direct component of SNR can be fitted by a parabolic function like (1) so that the division operation can be readily performed. The parameter M normal will be used for regression analysis modeling after further processing in next section.
Data Processing and Estimation Procedure
In the data preprocessing stage as Figure 3 shows, the SNR data recorded by the receiver are first classified according to different satellites. The revisiting period of GPS satellites is slightly less than 12 h, so there will be up to four available periods which can be used for soil moisture retrieval each day, that is, two ascending periods and two descending periods, corresponding to sequences of elevation angles up to around 25 degrees, in which the multipath induced SNR amplitude is significant as shown in Figure 2 . Since the two satellite revisiting trajectories in a day are different, the ground reflection areas corresponding to the two ascending and descending periods are also different. Therefore, it is necessary to divide the SNR data into four groups associated with the four ascending and descending periods and to process each group of SNR data independently. Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 16 There are considerable errors in the recorded original SNR data. Especially when the elevation angles are between 0 to 5 degree the quality of data is dramatically deteriorated due to the blockage of buildings and structures as well as specific topologies. Thus, the SNR data with elevation angles from 5 to 25 degrees are selected for further processing. To mitigate the observation error and noise, the selected data are smoothed by a median filter, which is easy to implement and often more effective than the simple average algorithm. A 0.1-degree window of elevation angle is used, and the median of the SNR data within the window is treated as the SNR value over the window duration. The window is moving from the start to the end of the selected SNR series without overlapping. Thus, this filtering technique may be termed sliding window moving median (SWMM). The selection of There are considerable errors in the recorded original SNR data. Especially when the elevation angles are between 0 to 5 degree the quality of data is dramatically deteriorated due to the blockage of buildings and structures as well as specific topologies. Thus, the SNR data with elevation angles from 5 to 25 degrees are selected for further processing. To mitigate the observation error and noise, the selected data are smoothed by a median filter, which is easy to implement and often more effective than the simple average algorithm. A 0.1-degree window of elevation angle is used, and the median of the SNR data within the window is treated as the SNR value over the window duration. The window is moving from the start to the end of the selected SNR series without overlapping. Thus, this filtering technique may be termed sliding window moving median (SWMM). The selection of the smoothed window size is related to the sampling rate of the data used. The GPS satellite orbital period is approximately 12 h and its average angular velocity is approximately 0.0083 degrees per second. Therefore, the time required for each satellite angle change of 0.1 degrees is about 12 s. When the GPS data sampling period is 1 s, each smoothing window will have 12 observations. Such a number of observations are sufficient to make a smoothing algorithm effective. On the other hand, if the sampling period of GPS data is 5 s, then each 0.1-degree smoothing window has only 2 observations, making effective smoothing or filtering unlikely. An example of the filtering results is shown in Figure 4 , represented by the blue dashed line. It can be seen that the median filter is effective, significantly reducing the noise compared with the original SNR series as shown in Figure 2 . The original SNR observation sequence shown in Figure 2 is not plotted here for clarity.
As seen from (8) and (9), the multipath induced SNR is not a standard sinusoidal function, but a quasi-sinusoidal signal. Due to the influence of the antenna gain, as the elevation angle increases, the multipath induced SNR tends to decay. To further reduce the observation noise, a parabolic function is used to fit each sequence over each positive and negative semi-cycle as given by
where a, b, and c are the fitting coefficients of parabolic function. For each parabolic function, it can be derived that the local maximum or minimum function values at the crest or trough points are equal to the smoothed window size is related to the sampling rate of the data used. The GPS satellite orbital period is approximately 12 h and its average angular velocity is approximately 0.0083 degrees per second. Therefore, the time required for each satellite angle change of 0.1 degrees is about 12 s. When the GPS data sampling period is 1 s, each smoothing window will have 12 observations. Such a number of observations are sufficient to make a smoothing algorithm effective. On the other hand, if the sampling period of GPS data is 5 s, then each 0.1-degree smoothing window has only 2 observations, making effective smoothing or filtering unlikely. An example of the filtering results is shown in Figure 4 , represented by the blue dashed line. It can be seen that the median filter is effective, significantly reducing the noise compared with the original SNR series as shown in Figure 2 . The original SNR observation sequence shown in Figure 2 is not plotted here for clarity.
where , , and are the fitting coefficients of parabolic function. For each parabolic function, it can be derived that the local maximum or minimum function values at the crest or trough points are equal to Figure 4 shows median filtering and parabolic fitting results. The pink solid line represents the piecewise fitting results, while the red dots denote the crest and trough points of the fitting parabolic function, which are equal to the values calculated by (11) . It was observed that those maximum and minimum values are sensitive to the soil moisture. Motivated by this observation, we propose to use the average of the maximum and minimum values, termed 'average peak', as a relevant variable given by Figure 4 shows median filtering and parabolic fitting results. The pink solid line represents the piecewise fitting results, while the red dots denote the crest and trough points of the fitting parabolic function, which are equal to the values calculated by (11) . It was observed that those maximum and minimum values are sensitive to the soil moisture. Motivated by this observation, we propose to use the average of the maximum and minimum values, termed 'average peak', as a relevant variable given by
where n maximum and minimum values are used to calculate the average peak. The use of average is intended to reduce the effect of noise and interference. The environment and soil composition surrounding different GPS stations are usually different, so it is necessary to establish an empirical model to describe the relationship between the soil moisture and the average peak M for each station independently. For the same satellite, the absolute average peaks in the same type of track are sequentially ordered by date to form a time series of average peaks. An empirical inversion model will be established using regression analysis of the average peak series of all available satellites and measured data in the following section.
Introduction of Experiments Data
The PBO H2O project was funded by the NSF GEO directorate, specifically the Atmospheric Sciences, Hydrology, and EarthScope programs. The water cycle products from GPS data (primarily the Plate Boundary Observatory) had been computed and archived on the website. Figure 5 shows a GNSS station of PBO H2O, MFLE, which is located in Boulder, Colorado. The soil around the station is desert steppe, where vegetation variation is insignificant over the four different seasons. Two studies showed that the vegetation effect around MFLE station can be ignored [32, 42] . Therefore, we choose MFLE station data for our experimental studies. PBO H2O project also provides the estimation results of some GNSS stations on the website. (https://www.unavco.org/data/gps-gnss/data-access-methods/ dai2/app/dai2.html). where n maximum and minimum values are used to calculate the average peak. The use of average is intended to reduce the effect of noise and interference. The environment and soil composition surrounding different GPS stations are usually different, so it is necessary to establish an empirical model to describe the relationship between the soil moisture and the average peak for each station independently. For the same satellite, the absolute average peaks in the same type of track are sequentially ordered by date to form a time series of average peaks. An empirical inversion model will be established using regression analysis of the average peak series of all available satellites and measured data in the following section.
The PBO H2O project was funded by the NSF GEO directorate, specifically the Atmospheric Sciences, Hydrology, and EarthScope programs. The water cycle products from GPS data (primarily the Plate Boundary Observatory) had been computed and archived on the website. Figure 5 shows a GNSS station of PBO H2O, MFLE, which is located in Boulder, Colorado. The soil around the station is desert steppe, where vegetation variation is insignificant over the four different seasons. Two studies showed that the vegetation effect around MFLE station can be ignored [32, 42] . Therefore, we choose MFLE station data for our experimental studies. PBO H2O project also provides the estimation results of some GNSS stations on the website. (https://www.unavco.org/data/gps-gnss/data-accessmethods/dai2/app/dai2.html). Since there are not soil moisture measurements at other PBH H20 stations, we used the data collected during a short-term experiment recently conducted in Wuhan, China for GNSS soil moisture estimation. Part of the satellite data was used to build empirical model, while others were used for verification. Wuhan experiment is described in Section 3.2.
Method of Modelization
MFLE is a L2C station with a high data rate logging, which has been used for investigating GPS based soil moisture retrieval at University of Colorado Boulder. In order to control complex variables, the terrain around the station is gentle and the vegetation coverage is low. The ground reflected tracks of signals of six GPS satellites are also showed in Figure 5 . The station is at mid-latitude of the northern hemisphere, so the reflected tracks are mostly distributed in the south and west directions. Since there are not soil moisture measurements at other PBH H20 stations, we used the data collected during a short-term experiment recently conducted in Wuhan, China for GNSS soil moisture estimation. Part of the satellite data was used to build empirical model, while others were used for verification. Wuhan experiment is described in Section 3.2.
MFLE is a L2C station with a high data rate logging, which has been used for investigating GPS based soil moisture retrieval at University of Colorado Boulder. In order to control complex variables, the terrain around the station is gentle and the vegetation coverage is low. The ground reflected tracks of signals of six GPS satellites are also showed in Figure 5 . The station is at mid-latitude of the northern hemisphere, so the reflected tracks are mostly distributed in the south and west directions.
According to Figure 3 , the data of MFLE are processed to generate the time series of M. As we classified data based on satellites' ascending and descending periods, there are 28 satellites, each of which has at least one complete data set over all observation periods of the year and there are totally 62 usable data sequences. Figure 6 shows three such M sequences associated with three satellites, denoted by blue, red and green lines respectively. For example, G01.ascend.1 means that the results are produced by GPS data observed over the first ascending periods of satellite G01. The yellow histogram represents the in-situ soil moisture measured by the probe as ground-truth data. When the soil moisture increases, the electrical conductivity of soil increases, more power of signal is absorbed by soil and hence less power is reflected to the receiver. This is in accordance with the results showed in Figure 6 where the M time series show a negative correlation with the in-situ soil moisture. Based on this fact, the reciprocal of each average peak M is used, that is, the observation variable is defined as
where q is the index of days, there are k average peaks of all satellites in a day, and M (q) j is the kth average peak on the qth day. The daily time series of M reciprocal is then used in regression analysis for modeling. According to Figure 3 , the data of MFLE are processed to generate the time series of . As we classified data based on satellites' ascending and descending periods, there are 28 satellites, each of which has at least one complete data set over all observation periods of the year and there are totally 62 usable data sequences. Figure 6 shows three such sequences associated with three satellites, denoted by blue, red and green lines respectively. For example, G01.ascend.1 means that the results are produced by GPS data observed over the first ascending periods of satellite G01. The yellow histogram represents the in-situ soil moisture measured by the probe as ground-truth data. When the soil moisture increases, the electrical conductivity of soil increases, more power of signal is absorbed by soil and hence less power is reflected to the receiver. This is in accordance with the results showed in Figure 6 where the time series show a negative correlation with the in-situ soil moisture. Based on this fact, the reciprocal of each average peak is used, that is, the observation variable is defined as
where q is the index of days, there are k average peaks of all satellites in a day, and is the kth average peak on the qth day. The daily time series of is then used in regression analysis for modeling. 
Experiments
PBO H2O Station Experiment
The data we used were recorded from 1 April 2012 to 30 June 2013. Six-month data were used to build empirical model and the other nine-month data were used to verify the model by comparing the estimation results with the ground-truth data and the PBO H2O estimation results. Therefore, it is clear that Figure 7 is showing verification predictions with soil moisture measurements. There is an in situ probe installed at 2.5 cm depth within 250 m of the GNSS station MFLE antenna which can provide daily average of soil moisture. The empirical model is based on reflected signals and measured soil moisture data in the certain environment at a specific GNSS station. The method of modeling is consistent for different locations, but model parameters are different, which can not apply to other areas with soil of significantly different properties and components. 
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where SM means soil moisture. Figure 8 shows the model curve produced by the parabolic fitting. The curve basically represents the data well, although the deviation is also considerable. Using the empirical model given by (14) , the soil moisture estimates can be readily obtained once the values are calculated, as shown in Figure 8 . The black lines represent the daily groundtruth soil moisture measured by in-situ probe, red lines are daily soil moisture estimation results by the proposed method, and green lines are estimation results from the PBO H2O project. The results produced by the proposed method have a good match with the ground-truth data in general. Note that between March and May 2013, the results by the proposed method deviate from the groundtruth data considerably. Through the analysis of other meteorological data, it can be seen that there were snowfalls during this period. Snowfall will increase the soil water content, and when the snow covers the soil, the received GPS multipath signal would be produced by reflection from snow and soil, causing the significant deviation and variation of the GPS inversion results. In the same period, the inversion results by the PBO H2O project also have the problem of large deviation and fluctuation. In addition, PBO H2O does not provide any estimation results over a number of periods. Through regression analysis by using the M reciprocal sequence and daily average of measured soil moisture by in-situ probe, it is found that a parabola function is the best regression function given by
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where SM means soil moisture. Figure 8 shows the model curve produced by the parabolic fitting. The curve basically represents the data well, although the deviation is also considerable. Using the empirical model given by (14) , the soil moisture estimates can be readily obtained once the values are calculated, as shown in Figure 8 . The black lines represent the daily groundtruth soil moisture measured by in-situ probe, red lines are daily soil moisture estimation results by the proposed method, and green lines are estimation results from the PBO H2O project. The results produced by the proposed method have a good match with the ground-truth data in general. Note that between March and May 2013, the results by the proposed method deviate from the groundtruth data considerably. Through the analysis of other meteorological data, it can be seen that there were snowfalls during this period. Snowfall will increase the soil water content, and when the snow covers the soil, the received GPS multipath signal would be produced by reflection from snow and soil, causing the significant deviation and variation of the GPS inversion results. In the same period, the inversion results by the PBO H2O project also have the problem of large deviation and fluctuation. In addition, PBO H2O does not provide any estimation results over a number of periods. Using the empirical model given by (14) , the soil moisture estimates can be readily obtained once the M reciprocal values are calculated, as shown in Figure 8 . The black lines represent the daily ground-truth soil moisture measured by in-situ probe, red lines are daily soil moisture estimation results by the proposed method, and green lines are estimation results from the PBO H2O project. The results produced by the proposed method have a good match with the ground-truth data in general. Note that between March and May 2013, the results by the proposed method deviate from the ground-truth data considerably. Through the analysis of other meteorological data, it can be seen that there were snowfalls during this period. Snowfall will increase the soil water content, and when the snow covers the soil, the received GPS multipath signal would be produced by reflection from snow and soil, causing the significant deviation and variation of the GPS inversion results. In the same period, the inversion results by the PBO H2O project also have the problem of large deviation and fluctuation. In addition, PBO H2O does not provide any estimation results over a number of periods.
The soil moisture estimation of PBO H2O is based on the variation of phase offset, and the phase shift is considered to be a constant term and obtained by totally fitting. However, the change in phase offset is not only affected by soil moisture, but also satellite elevation. In this paper, the amplitude attenuation sequence was subjected to median filtering and piecewise fitting to get the average value sequences of peak values, and then established a relationship with the measured soil moisture. Figure 9 shows the soil moisture estimation errors produced by the proposed method and the PBO H2O project, which are represented by red and blue columnar statistics, respectively. The accuracy in terms of error statistics of the two estimation methods are displayed in Table 1 . The soil moisture estimation of PBO H2O is based on the variation of phase offset, and the phase shift is considered to be a constant term and obtained by totally fitting. However, the change in phase offset is not only affected by soil moisture, but also satellite elevation. In this paper, the amplitude attenuation sequence was subjected to median filtering and piecewise fitting to get the average value sequences of peak values, and then established a relationship with the measured soil moisture. Figure  9 shows the soil moisture estimation errors produced by the proposed method and the PBO H2O project, which are represented by red and blue columnar statistics, respectively. The accuracy in terms of error statistics of the two estimation methods are displayed in Table 1 . 
Wuhan Experiment
The second experiment was recently performed in Wuhan, China by the authors. Figure 10 shows the experiment equipment, surrounding environment and soil moisture sensor. A Trimble R9 GNSS receiver and antenna were used to collect the GNSS direct and reflected signals and the vegetation coverage is relatively sparse. The ground truth soil moisture is measured by a sensor installed at 5 cm depth within 3 m of the GNSS receiver which can provide measured soil moisture every 10 min, showed in Figure 10 . The experiment lasted 14 days from 15 June to 28 June in 2019. Due to the inability to provide continuous logistical support, the duration of the experiment was short, so we used part of the satellite data to build an empirical model and another part of the satellite data for soil moisture estimation. Two rainfalls occurred during the experiment. As a result, the earth surface experienced dry-to-wet-to-dry variation. Such a great change can better verify the sensitivity of the proposed method of this paper. However, the empirical model is based on the reflected signals and measured soil moisture data in the certain environment, which can not apply to other areas with different types or properties of soil. 
The second experiment was recently performed in Wuhan, China by the authors. Figure 10 shows the experiment equipment, surrounding environment and soil moisture sensor. A Trimble R9 GNSS receiver and antenna were used to collect the GNSS direct and reflected signals and the vegetation coverage is relatively sparse. The ground truth soil moisture is measured by a sensor installed at 5 cm depth within 3 m of the GNSS receiver which can provide measured soil moisture every 10 min, showed in Figure 10 . The experiment lasted 14 days from 15 June to 28 June in 2019. Due to the inability to provide continuous logistical support, the duration of the experiment was short, so we used part of the satellite data to build an empirical model and another part of the satellite data for soil moisture estimation. Two rainfalls occurred during the experiment. As a result, the earth surface experienced dry-to-wet-to-dry variation. Such a great change can better verify the sensitivity of the proposed method of this paper. However, the empirical model is based on the reflected signals and measured soil moisture data in the certain environment, which can not apply to other areas with different types or properties of soil. For Wuhan experiment, the duration of the experiment was short. Each satellite should have four segmental arcs of different time each day (24 h), and the soil moisture sensor of this experiment can provide measured soil moisture data once every 10 min. Therefore, we do not need to calculate the daily average like the MFLE station, but we will arrange all the available satellite arcs in the order of time. The estimation results were achieved by GPS utilizes a short period of time change of elevation between 5 to 25 degree. For comparison with the sensor measuring soil moisture every 10 min, a time synchronization work should be carried out. In this paper, we select the moment when the satellite elevation angle is 10 degree as the time represented by the inversion result of this satellite arc segment. This could provide enough data from a short-period experiment for modeling and verification. Thus, we used the data of half of the satellites to build the empirical model, and the data of the other half satellites were used to estimate the soil moisture by the empirical model. Figure 11 shows the parabolic model based on regression analysis and the empirical model is given by For Wuhan experiment, the duration of the experiment was short. Each satellite should have four segmental arcs of different time each day (24 h), and the soil moisture sensor of this experiment can provide measured soil moisture data once every 10 min. Therefore, we do not need to calculate the daily average like the MFLE station, but we will arrange all the available satellite arcs in the order of time. The estimation results were achieved by GPS utilizes a short period of time change of elevation between 5 to 25 degree. For comparison with the sensor measuring soil moisture every 10 min, a time synchronization work should be carried out. In this paper, we select the moment when the satellite elevation angle is 10 degree as the time represented by the inversion result of this satellite arc segment. This could provide enough data from a short-period experiment for modeling and verification. Thus, we used the data of half of the satellites to build the empirical model, and the data of the other half satellites were used to estimate the soil moisture by the empirical model. Figure 11 shows the parabolic model based on regression analysis and the empirical model is given by For Wuhan experiment, the duration of the experiment was short. Each satellite should have four segmental arcs of different time each day (24 h), and the soil moisture sensor of this experiment can provide measured soil moisture data once every 10 min. Therefore, we do not need to calculate the daily average like the MFLE station, but we will arrange all the available satellite arcs in the order of time. The estimation results were achieved by GPS utilizes a short period of time change of elevation between 5 to 25 degree. For comparison with the sensor measuring soil moisture every 10 min, a time synchronization work should be carried out. In this paper, we select the moment when the satellite elevation angle is 10 degree as the time represented by the inversion result of this satellite arc segment. This could provide enough data from a short-period experiment for modeling and verification. Thus, we used the data of half of the satellites to build the empirical model, and the data of the other half satellites were used to estimate the soil moisture by the empirical model. Figure 11 shows the parabolic model based on regression analysis and the empirical model is given by According to Equation (15), the soil moisture can be calculated, and Figure 12 showed the estimated results of Wuhan experiment. The black line is ground truth soil moisture measured by soil moisture sensor, the red points are GPS estimation results.
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Discussion
In PBO H2O experiment, it can be seen from both Figure 9 and Table 1 that the proposed method achieves a significant performance gain compared with the PBO H2O project; the RMSE is decreased by 38%. Figure 13 shows the scatterplot of the soil moisture estimation by the proposed method and the PBO H2O project. The red and blue hollow points are proposed method results and PBO H2O results, respectively. It can be seen that the estimates of the PBO H2O project deviate considerably more from the ground-truth soil moisture data than the proposed method. That is, the proposed method has increased the correlation coefficient by 47%. For the Wuhan experiment, as we can see from Figure 13 , the GPS estimation results are consistent with the trend of true values. According to our on-site environmental records, there were two heavy rainfall events from June 17 to 18 and June 21 to 22, which caused dramatic changes on soil moisture over the corresponding time period. The GPS estimation results show good sensitivity to changes of soil moisture. However, when the soil moisture is greater than 0.4 cm 3 cm −3 , GPS multipath signals can hardly reproduce soil moisture changes. Through our on-site observation, after continuous heavy rainfall, the rate of water infiltration is slower than rainfall, and the water content of shallow soil is saturated. At this time, the reflecting surface has become flowing water layer over the surface of land, which is why the GPS reflection estimation results are distributed around 0.4 
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Conclusions
In this paper, an improved method has been proposed for soil moisture estimation over the ground surface surrounding a geodetic-quality GNSS antenna. Multipath induced SNR data are classified according to different satellites, and different ascending and descending periods of each satellite. The multipath induced SNR data are normalized to reduce the effect of ionosphere and troposphere. Median filtering is used to mitigate the effect of noise and interference. Piecewise fitting is used to further smooth the filtered data so that SNR amplitude peak sequences can be extracted accurately. An empirical model is established to associate the average peak variable to the soil moisture of the ground surface around the antenna.
A 15-month soil moisture time series, estimated by the GNSS-IR technique, was compared with in situ soil moisture data and PBO H2O estimation results. The experimental results show a good correlation between the ground truth data and the estimated soil moisture, the RMSE is 0.0345 cm 3 cm −3 . Compared with the PBO H2O project, the RMSE is decreased by 38% and the correlation coefficient is increased by 47%. Another short-term experiment also shows reliable estimation results, the RMSE is 0.0339 cm 3 cm −3 . Meanwhile, this experiment also shows that it has better inversion performance in the whole range of low soil moisture to the saturation of soil moisture. However, when beyond the saturation, the reflecting surface is changed, so the applicability reduced significantly. This study verifies the feasibility of inverting soil moisture based on the observation of the SNR data recorded by traditional geodetic receivers. Future research will focus on investigating soil moisture retrieval in the presence of vegetation and mitigating the effect of topographic relief.
